
Class Report
By Claudia Pepin, Showcase Displays

Millie's Display Class - April 18, 2015

Joni started the class announcing that he new 2015 pieces are in for the main villages! 
They are installed in the display to see. 

Stephen then talked through a few presentation slides. Reminding everyone about the. 
San Diego gathering. He also talked the new Snow Village display he just finished in the 
main gallery. It looks like a nice little small town and you can see the pieces very well. 
They have so much details on the sides or the back, it is to see them from various 
angles. 

Here's a couple of pictures of the display: 

There is still a running train on the 
display with a new bridge. Stephen 
also used Shaper Sheets for the 
mountain and another area of the 
display, which was the topic of the 
March class. 
 

Stephen then announced a special guest for today's class, Sue Chretien! Sue is the 
Secretary of the National Council of 56 Clubs and will be showing how to make vignette 
scenes using giftware from the store. 



We start off with her first segment. Sue shows us how to use trays, coffee mugs, signs, 
and many other items to make amazing-looking scenes in no time, like this Harley-
Davidson vignette or the new North Pole cake shop in a glass cloche. 

!  

!  

Stephen's class today is about all the carving tools and how to use them. The tools he 
walks through are first from the Hot Wire Foam Factory: 
• Hot knife of various lengths 
• Sculpting tool 
• Handheld router tool 
• Engraver 

He also demonstrated the Tippi Foam Cutter, a bow cutter, and his staircase cutting 
tool.  



He shows hot to cut a slope using the handheld router, 
and here's a photo. 

Each tool have they unique capabilities, but also have ways to use them for similar 
purposes so that you don't have to buy each and every tool. He also shows off the 
handy sanding block to smooth out slopes and carved walls, etc. 

Stephen also talked about how the tools connect to the different power sources so there 
is flexibility there as well. Millie's sells all the tools so be sure to check them out, either 
as stand-alone purchases or in kits that include many items. Here's a picture of the 
tools: 

After the break, we went back to Sue for her second segment. She explained how she 
uses scrunched up bags and foam disks to raise and level pieces inside various 
decorative giftware.  Sue shows us how to make a simple yet stylish base for the new 
bird and wine related houses! She even shows us how to use cat litter for simulating 
rocks and gravel. Creative and looks great! 

Stephen now comes back for the final stretch and uses the tools to create a small 2-
piece display joined by a foam bridge. He cuts stairs, engraves brick, etc.  



He passes off the simple display example to Sue who takes out the new North Pole 
Gnome Pub and theme-appropriate decorative items from the store to create a quick 
scene. Here is what is looks like: 

We then wrapped up with a few questions and the drawing of the signed Melinda's Poinsettias  
piece....won by Kenny in the front row!

We hope you enjoyed the class and this report, and that we will see you next class, which will 
be May 16 when I believe we will also have Lisa Johnson from Dept 56 back show us some cool 
new things! Visit the Millie's calendar of events as the future classes dates will be posted there. 
Here is the link: http://www.millieshallmark.com/current-events/

Thank you!
Claudia

http://www.millieshallmark.com/current-events/

